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5 INTRODUCTION

This is the constructive part of the author's work [29] where theoretical Radon

boundary integral operators are studied for the two-dimensional Stokes system on

general non smooth domains. Although the section numbering is the continuation

of Part I, we shall as far as we can make this part relatively self-contained.

We restrict ourselves to the equation corresponding to the interior Dirichlet

problem. We analyze a collocation boundary element method defined by contin-

uous piecewise linear polynomials as basis functions.

Let us say a few words about the Radon equation for the Laplacian. The

convergence of the collocation method has been investigated by several authors

(see, e.g., (3, 8, 15] and more recently [28]; for the Stokes problem, see [23, 30]).

Up to 1982, the gap in these convergence results is perceived on quoting [15,

p. 362]: "Furthermore, there are at present no asymptotic error estimates for the

difference ||u —un|| between exact and approximate solutions of Radon's equation

and it seems to the author that very detailed classical analysis will be required to

obtain suck estimates."

Of course, the lack of regularity of the solution, due to the non smooth nature

of the geometry, is responsible for the absence of error estimates. In the particular

case of Radon's equation we are concerned with, another major difficulty is that

no Garding inequality is available since the integral operator is considered on the

space of continuous functions. Consequently, the applicability of the Singular

Function Method ([34]), which is widely used to restore the order of convergence

in boundary element of variational-type (see, e.g., [13, 14, 19]) is not guaranteed.

On the other hand, the Mesh Refinement Method (MRM) exploited, for in-

stance, in [7, 9, 10] to accelerate the convergence of Galerkin methods for electro-

static L2 -boundary integral equations of the second kind without the coercivity

pEoperty carries easily to Radon's equation. In fact, the proof 18 based on the

compactness modulo a contraction of the involved operator, a property which

is met by Radon's operator. However, as is well-known (see, e.g., [21, p. 396]),

with the MRM, it is not clear how to compute the coefficients of singularities
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which have a direct and important meaning, e.g., as stress intensity factors in

mechanics.

Our contribution here is precisely to provide, for the Stokes problem, approxi-

mations with optimal order of convergence for the solution and for the coefficients

of singularities. The results, based on explicit formulae of the coefficients of sin-

gularities, are extensions to boundary elements of the Dual Singular Function

Method (DSFM) applied so far, essentially, to the so-called domain methods

([4,5,6,11]).

In Section 6, we recall the results of Part I on the classical solution of the

interior Dirichlet problem. As the corresponding Radon equation is not uniquely

solvable, a difficulty not existing for the Laplace operator, Section 7 is devoted

to a modified integral equation which is well posed. The singular functions of

the densities and the explicit formulae for their coefficients are established in

Section 8. Finally, Section 9 describes the classical slow convergent collocation

method and its improved DSFM version.

6 INTERIOR DIRICHLET PROBLEM

The results of Part I of this work were obtained in the framework of general non

smooth geometries. Since not much is known in this general setting about the

regularity of solution, which influences the error estimates, we restrict ourselves

to a simple closed curve F = Fj U Fj of class C°" everywhere except at the origin

0 (P2 = OA k Fi = AO are open arcs of F); near 0 the bounded domain

f! C &2, interior to F, is supposed to coincide with the infinite sector G := {re'e;-

0 < r < oo, 0 < 9 < w} of non convex angle u> (See Fig. 1). Furthermore, we

assume that

w 4- tanu>, i.e.,u.' ^ t.43ir. (6.1)

As a simple closed piecewise Lyapunov curve without spine, the above consid-

ered F satisfies the conditions (3.5). (3.13) and (3.17) of Part I (cf. Remark 3.9),

1 a r (S 2 \ x )

i.e.,

Due the simplied form of F, the expressions v = (i/1,^'), H\ and ax of Part I

sup (6.2)

Figure 1: The model non smooth domain

have here a classical meaning: v is the unit interior normal vector to F, H\ is the

measure carried to F from the Lebesgue measure dx on il and oI(St2 \ x) is the

angle under which F is visible from the point x.

Another reason of concern is that the spaces of m-times differentiable functions

are not well suited for the regularity purposes. We shall therefore work also

with the classical Sobolev spaces ll'(.) ([2l|) and occasionally with the weighted

Sobolev spaces W,}(3ft2 \ Ct) ([33]). More precisely, we are given a continuous

boundary velocity g = (#1,^2) £ C(V)2 with the additional regularity:

g€ llHVj)2, j = 1, 2. (6.4)

The interior Dirichlet problem consists then of finding classical solutions

of the system of equations:

Cli = ( — At/ -f- Vu.dii't/) = 0 in il; U — g on F. (6.6)

The existence and uniqueness result of Part I can be summarized as follows (see

also [30]).



Theorem 6.1 Let us consider

Wf(x):=-^W(x-y)[f{y)-f(x)]dIJl(y)-r1-f(x), xtT, (6.7)

the direct value on T of the velocity component of the double layer potential

W(.,f) = (W(.,/);«,(.,/)) of density f £

W(xJ) = -

(W(x — y) is the 2 x 2 kernel matrix with entries Wu,(x — y) = ^ ' Ji^i'la ' ' '^• ' ( t ) '

log |a:—3/17- TAen, endowing C(F)2 ura/A Me norm J|u)| = sup({v t(y)|3 + luafjOl5)1'2,
iter

(5.7^ defines a non compact operatorW G £(C(T)2) ixii/A the following properties:

a) W admits Radon's decomposition, i.e.,

W = C + W\ \\W°\\ <\, C is compact;

b) The number —1/2 is a simple eigenvalue ofW, a basis of ker(^I + W) being

the signed Borel measure N 6 C*(P)2.'

<N,?>=

c) The Radon boundary integral equation

,1
= 5 (6.9)

it

has a solution f iff the datum g satisfies the compatibility condition

< N,g >= I gvdHi = 0; (6.10)

d) Condition (6.10) is also necessary nnd sufficient for the classical solution of the

Stokes problem (6.5)-(6.6); the solution is unique (up to the addition of constants

for the pressure) and representable as a double layer potential (6.8) of density any

solution f of (6.9). •

Notice that the boundedness and the Radon decomposition (which validates

the use of Fredholm's theory in the future) of the operator W are equivalent to

conditions (6.2) and (6.3) respectively (cf. Section 3). Observe also that (6.2)

implies the continuity of the velocity double layer potential operator z € C(l}% i-»

W(.,z) € C(fl)J (extended to P by its iuteiior limit in (3.7)); since the pressure

iv(.,z) £ Ll(U) for smooth enough z, as in Section 9, there exists & constant

c > 0 such that the following inequality holds for such t:

l|W(.,«)||c(O).xi.(n»<c|l*lfc(r)'- (6-H)

7 WELL POSED INTEGRAL EQUATION

The conclusion of Theorem 6.1.c-d leads to serious numerical difficulties since

the Radon equation (6.9) is not uniquely solvable. We overcome these difficulties

by an appropriate compact perturbation of the operator W. Namely, (6.9) is

transformed into the integral equation

where L € C(C(T)') is the one-dimensional operator defined by

(7.1)

(i
a)q°, (7.2)

with /J° = (na
uii%) € C; (cf. Definition 3.11) and q° = (??,(?) € C(Vf chosen

such that

f Q , i = l, 2; Jg°{y)v{y)dHt{y)^0. (7.3)

Theorem 7.1 To each g €. C(F)2 there corresponds one and only one f £

solution of (7.1) which depends continuously upon g. If, in addition, g fulfils

the compatibility condition (6.10), then f is also a solution of the Radon equa-

tion (6.9).

Proof. Let {/°} be a basis of ker(|7+ W) (cf. Proposition 4.5 or Theorem 6.1).

We claim that

jr fd/,0 ± 0. (7.4)

In fact, if the converse of (7.4) holds, then the Fredholm alternative and The-

orem 3.12 guarantee the existence of a 70 € C* solving the equation ^7° +-

W'ta = ft". Consequently, the single layer potential V(.,7°) solves the exterior



Neumann (4.2) & (4.4) (or (8.20) below) for tlie datum )i°. By the characteriza-

tion of the exterior two-dimensional Neumann problem (Remark 4.7), we arrive

at frdrf = 0, which contradicts the first relation in (7.3). This proves the claim.

Let us now prove the invertibility of the operator | / + W + L by showing

that the homogeneous equation associated with (7.1) has only the trivial solu-

tion. Assume, by contradiction, that there exists a non trivial solution / . Then

Theorem 6-l.c implies that fr{Lf)vdHi = 0. From the second relation in (7.3)

and (7.2), we deduce that Lf = 0; so that / , as now a solution of the homoge-

neous equation of (6.9), is proportional to the above basis f°. The conditions

Lf = 0 and (7.4) yield the contradiction f — 0.

Finally, if / is the solution of (7.1) with g satisfying (6.10), then Jr(Lf)v = 0,

by Theorem 6.1.c, and therefore the second relation in (7.3) leads to Lf = 0.

This proves the second part of the theorem. D

Remark 7,2 Since the condition (7.4) is not required a priori in (7.2), the mod-

ified equation (7.1) is easier to handle than the one considered in [30] according

to Atkinson's perturbation method (cf. [2, pp. 574-577]). Further perturba-

tion techniques may be found in [14, 20, 24, 25] and [23]. The perturbation in

the latter reference, concerning the exterior Dirichlet problem, was specified in

Theorem 4.8. a

8 SINGULAR BEHAVIOR OF DENSITIES

The importance of the restrictions in Section 6 concerning the domain U (cf.

Figure 1) and the datum y (cf. (C.I)) appears in this section. We shall, in fact,

link the classical solution in Theorem G.l.d to the variational solution of the

Stokes problem for which we now specify the* singular behavior.

The characteristic equation of the (interior) Diiichlet-Stokes problem is ([26]):

T* = 0. (8.1)

The roots T £C of (8.1) are studied, for instance, in [22], They correspond to-

the characteristic values of the following boundary value problem obtained by

Lllliil

-r* Ds L = 0 (8.2)
/

applying the Mellin transform to the local (in the sector G) Stokes problem:

/ _ £ > 2 + l

L(T)y=\ -2DS

\ 1 + r

where £ (T) acts from H*(0,OJ)7 X Z.2(0,U>) into H'1^^)1 X L2(0,UJ).

From the above mentioned references, the multiplicity K{r) of any root r of

(8.1) is at most 2 and the dimension of kerL(r) is 1. Furthermore, the singular

functions Sr'' s (Sr*,sT''), 1 < t < A'(T), relative to a characteristic value T, are

constructed in a standard way which we describe now, following, for example,

[16, 17].

We fix a basis yT-1 = {y{'\yl\y^) € C"»(0,u>)3 of kerl(r). If K(j) = 2, we

fix, in addition, a C°° solution 0 ̂  yT'2 = (Vi'\yT/,vla) of

(Any such system (J/T'*)I«<A'(T) is called a (direct) Jordaji chain of the operator

L(t) at T; cf. [32]). The local (in G) singuSar functions are

(8.3)

where

ij5Tl' = (f\'t ̂  f^'1 ̂  ft'1) ~ (!/i'CQS" ~ yl'( sinfl, y\'* sinO + y\'c cosfl, yl'*). (8.4)

(Notice that £Tli solves in G the homogeneous Dirichlet problem associated with

(6.6)). The singular functions (in Q) are then

Sr>t - riSTj, 1 < /. < A'(T), (8.5)

t( = r;(r) € P(St2) being a cut-off function identical to one near 0 and such that

fl n aupp 7 C G.

To compute the coefficients of singularities, we need the singular functions of

the. adjoint Stokes operator: V M = (M,m) e //o(f!)2 x -

CM = (-AM - Vm, div M) € //"!(n)2 x IJ{n).

The analogue L'(T) of L(T) in (S.2) for C" is then ([17, Lemma 3.8]):

L'{r) = L(-f)'

8



where L(T)' : HQ(Q,UI)2 X £s(O,iL>) i-> //"'(O.w)2 x La(0,w) is the adjoint of

L(T). Thus, the characteristic values of L'(T) are again identical to the roots of

(8.1) and (dual) Jordan chains can be constructed as previously. For our further

purposes, we however choose, following [31], a dual Jordan chain (fcT'')i«<K(T) of

L'(T) at T in such a way that the specific local dual singular function

(8.6)

with ^T-' defined from kr'', accovding to (8.4), satisfies the normalization condi-

tion:

( £ S T ' ' ( ' ; A f ' ' k w = Sr,r'S,,t, V roots r k r ' of (8.1). (8.7)

Observe that the integral in (8.7) converges because ^Vf1' is C" far away from the

corner 0 and £ 5 T •' , being, by construction, identical to zero near 0, is C°°(Q)3.

The same reason applies to forthcoming similar integrals.

Whereas the singularities of the Stokes problem are described in (8.5), we

shall show that those of the density / are related to the functions

14T<% : = !&'• ' (8.8)

whose traces on Fy, j' = 1, 2, arc? not zero but contain terms of the form rT or

rT logr according as the root r is simple or double; J£T'* is a solution

in l

for 9 =

Explicitly, we may consider

(8.9)

(8.10)

2Tl< is the local singular function of the interior Neumann problem constructed,

as £T'\ from (8.1)—(8.3) where, however, the Dirichlet boundary condition is

replaced by the Neumann one (cf. [llj):

{'-2 -2DS

We are now in a position to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 8.1 Assume that the roots r of (8.1), different from 1, satisfy

RCT±\. (8.11)

Let f € C(ry be the unique solution (cf. Theorem 7.1) of the modified integral

equation (7.1) forg € C(r) J satisfying (6.4) and (6.10). (f is also a solution of

(6.9)). Then:

a) The double layer potential W{.,f), which is the unique classical solution of the

Stokes problem, has the regularity

W(.,f)eHl+°(n)2xH'(tt) (8.12)

where the parameter a of "maximal" regularity is any real tiumitr such that

0 < o - < l , a < o-o := min{fier > 0; r root of (8.1)}. (8.13)

(8.14)

b) The density f admits the singular representation

MO

where:

- IR € (C(T) n H3'2(Tj))2, j = 1, 2, is the regular part;

- /T ' ' := -UT'\r € (C(F)n#i+ f f(r , ,))2 are the singular functions defined in

(8.8)^(8.10).

c) The coefficients of singularities @r<' € C oiejr the global formulae (MTtt :—

iMT'', cf. (8.6)):

/^T'' = — \W(.,f);C*MT'') 2 3 + (g;Tl[MT't)iA 3 3 . (8.15)

Proof.

Let (£/+,&+) 6 ^f'ffl)' x ^-^ be the unique variational solution of the interior

Dirichlet problem (6.6). If u+ denotes a representative of the class u+, then (6.1),

(6.4) and (8.11) imply that U+ = (U+,u+) admits the decomposition into regular

and singular parts (cf. [16, 21]):

MO
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Because of the definition (8.3)-(8.5), the relation (8.16) yields, for a chosen as in

(8.13), the "maximal" regularity

U+ € // l+"(Q)2 x IF[n). (8.17)

(8.17), the hypoellipticity of the Stokes operator and the Sobolev embedding

ff'+"(ft) •—> C(Q) show that U+ is a classical solution of the involved Dirichlet

problem. Since, by Theorem G.l.d,

U+ = W{.,f), u+ = u>(.,/) + constant, (8.18)

(8.12) follows from (S.17)-{8.L8). This proves (a).

To establish (b), we observe that, as in [33] or [18], the condition < T+{U+)v,-

T' >= 0, « = 1, 2, implies that the double layer potential

W_=W(.,/)|B.\o (8.19)

is also a variational solution in H/
o

l(3R2\f!)s x £2(3£2\A) of the exterior Neumann

problem:

\T-(
0 in S5 \ Si

Rewriting T+(W+)</ in {8.20) in terms of each function of the decomposition

(8.16) and keeping (8.9) in mind, U- admits the expansion

W_=i)W0 + (l-i?)Mn + £ Y^FW (8.21)
0<ficr<l 1=1

where Uo € W0'(R2 \ (if x /,2<3c2 \ SI) solves

7'' in » s \ n

J = l J = l
fj e

(8.22)

where 1 < i, fc < 2. (The analogue of (8.20)-(8.22) for the Laplace operator is

in [7]). Since 5ft2 \ £1 is convex, the characteristic equation corresponding to the

Neumann problem (8.22) (i.e., (8.1) with 2ir — ui in lieu of u>; cf. [11]) has no

roots T such that 0 < Rer < 1 (cf, (27, p. 308]). Consequently, the analogue of

(8.16) is the "optimal" regularity

7,UQ € H2 (Bn(O) n (S3 \ fi))2 x II1 (BR(O) n (S3 \ A)) for fln{0) D n.

(8.23)

11

It follows from the jump property of the velocity double layer potential (cf. (3.7))

in (8.18)-(8.19) and from (6.6) that

/ = l / + i r - ( / _ | r = j - t / _ | r . (8.24)

Combining (8.21), (8.23) and (8.24), we obtain (b).

Let us finally prove (c). The decomposition (8.16) from which the coefficients

/3r-* in (8.14) come can be rewritten as U+ = S. + iV+H, with S, reprensenting

the singular part. Then 0 = (£W+; AT'')t"<n)» = h + h + h where /, := (£5.;-

M''')),>W, h •= (CS,;Mr'1 - M'^mw and 73 := (£U+R; MT-')v>la)3. By

(8.7), we have h = pT:i. The second Green formula is valid for the computation

of Jj because the support of the integrand is far away from the corner 0. This

yields

/ , = (5.; C'{MT'' - A ( l

(The latter equality is based on the definition of the cut-off function TJ and on the

construction of the singular functions: ,9. & A/T>1 vanish on T and their supports

are contained in Gnfinsupprj; C'MJ'' = 0 in R and A£T'' = 0 on SG). Likewise,

the Green formula extending obviously to the couple U+R and Mr'\ we obtain:

h = faf^'W - (U+n\ T'(M)T^)mr)>-

Summing up and taking (8.18) into account, we get the desired formula (8.15).

D

9 IMPROVED COLLOCATION METHODS

This last section is devoted to a constructive approach of collocation-type for

the solution of the previous Radon boundary integral equation. We give asymp-

totic error estimates which, up to 1982, were not available (cf. [15, p. 362]).

The optimal order of convergence is offset by a boundary element Dual Singular

Function Method (DSFM) which, compared to the widely used Singular Function

and Mesh Refinement methods, has the main advantage of providing also good

approximations of the coefficients of singularities.

12



We identify the rectifiable Jordan curve T (Figure 1) with the interval [0,L]

of arc length s measured in the anticlockwise direction from a fixed point:

* e[o,L]M*(<O = (zi(s), *,{«)) e r .

We shall work with the space A' : = C[0, i ] 2 norrned by ||u|| = sup (|t>i(.9)|2 4-
0<«<L

Ms)! 2 ) 1 ' 1 instead of C(r)2 , v e C{T? being identified with v o x £ X. We

assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1 are satisfied.

With any integer n > 1, we associate a decomposition Tn = (*;) of [0,L]

(containing the corner 0 and the point A among its knots; cf. Figure 1) and the

corresponding hat functions (7'):

•sn - L = s0 < 0 = si < s2 < ... < an < L = jsn+i,

{ («i+i - *)/(a.-+i - * • ) if * € [«i,*i+i]
[s - Si-O/im - Si-i) if s6[j,--i,Ji)
0 elsewhere.

Let (X?n, j2n,pan)n>i be the internal approximation of X where:

- X3T, is the 2n-dimensional subapace of X spanned by the functions {(7', 0);-

- jin is the injection from A'3n into .V;

- Pin is the Xjn-Lagrange interpolation operator

Clearly, pjn is a linear continuous projection from X onto Ajn such that

-> v, Vu € A', (9.1)

(in facl 11^11 = 1). (9.2)

The classical collocation method, with knots {(ji)i<i<n; (s;-n)n+i<;<in} and

basis functions {(7',0)i<,<n; (0,7'~n)r.ti<t<Jn}. consists of approximating the

equation (7.1) by the sequence of algebraic systems of linear equations;

where, in terms of Radon's decomposition (cf. Theorem 6.1.a),

W2-. := P 2 I W s p?nC -r p5 nH / 0 = C2n + W°n, g2n := p?ng 1

and the unknown G3nf necessarily belongs to A'jn.

13

(9.3)

Theorem 9.1 For n large enough, the discrete problem (9.3) has ont and only

one solution Ginj'• As n goes to infinity, Ginf converges in X to the exact

solution / of (7-1), the error being estimated by

11/ - GWH < chl(jz I l / H ^ , ^ , (9.4)

where here and after:

- hn := maxi<j<n |a l+1 - ,s;|;

- c stands for various constants independent of n;

- a is a parameter of maximal regularity chosen as in (8. IS).

Proof. Because of the above mentioned Radon decomposition of W and of

the properties (9.1)-(9.2), with I compact in (7.1), the claim in Theorem 9.1,

concerning the existence, the uniqueness and the convergence of G?nf follows

from [8] (see also [3, 15, 30]). According to these references, Cea's lemma, i.e.

the quasi-optimal error estimate

\\f-Ginf\\<c m(

holds. In particular, we have the inequality

(9.5)

(9.6)

As / € Hi+°(Tj)* (Theorem 8.1), the application to (9.6) of interpolation results

on Sobolev spaces ([1, 6]) yields (9.4). •

Remarks 9.2 a) Except the rate of convergence (9.4), Theorem 9.1 is valid for

any projection pn (from X onto a finite dimensional subspace of X) which satisfies

(9.1)-(9.2). In such a general setting, (9.3) is termed a "projection method"

([2, 15]). Furthermore, if AT is a Hilbert space and />„ is the orthogonal projection,

(9.3) is the "Galerkin method" considered by several authors,

b) The system (9.3) may be written explicitly in a matrix form ([30]) and solved

by specific techniques as, for example, the multigrid method ([23]). •



The fractional nature of the parameter c in the estimate (9.4) agrees to some

extent with [12, 28] and expresses the slow convergence of the classical collo-

cation method. Motivated by the formulae {8.14)—(8.15), we shall restore the

optimal order one of convergence that would occur if / had the //^'-regularity

by correcting the classical solution Ginf- Precisely, we approximate iteratively

the coefficients /JTl!, the regular part fR and the solution / as follows:

a) Take the initial guess fcua = 0 VT and V(;

b) For j > 1:

- find }3
Rn € Xin, solution of the corrected collocation method

d/ E K'^"1/''1'); (9-7

- define:

r ' ,1 '
(9.8)

(9.9)

The iterative process (9,7)-(9.9) and the associated theorems below are exten-

sions to non variational boundary integral equations of the improved convergence

analysis of finite element methods studied so far essentially in the framework of

the so-called domain variatiotial problems (see n[4, 5, 6, 11]).

By the above mentioned work[8], for n large enough,

' - «'-<J-*-I)Ga»/T'-1' e X7n

(9.10)

is the unique solution of (9.7). Thus (9.8) yields

r',r'

Here are the errors between the exact solution and the successive approximations:

Theorem 9.3

tW'* - # I J | < 11/ ~ /ill < chf^^

for n large enough and for all integers j > 1.

15

Proof. The inequality between the coefficients and the solution is obvious: sub-

tract (9.9) from (8.15) and use the smoothness of CMT'' together with the con-

tinuity (6.11). Regarding the right-hand side inequality, we argue by induction

on j . For j — 1, it reduces to (9.4) because j \ = G j n / , by the first relation in

(9,10). Assume now that the inequality holds for j . We claim that it is also valid

for j + 1. In fact, writing the second relation in (9.10) for fl+1 and taking into

account the decomposition (8.14) for / , we get

The claim is then a consequence of the relations:

cj/r',1' - 0^-''J\ < ||/-/^||<cfef"11 'J") (induction hypothesis);

| | ( / - G,n)/«|| < ch (apply (9.5)-(9.6) to fR)

The rate of convergence in Theorem 9.3 approaching the expected optimal

value for larger integers j , it is plausible to get better approximations at infinity.

This is confirmed by

Theorem 9.4 Assume that n is large enough. Then, the sequence {f£)j>i con-

verges m X to some Ainf. Likewise, the sequence, of complex numbers (j9J'lj)j>i

converges to /3J'. The limits are given by:

(9.12)

Furthermore, we have the error estimates

c|/T'( - PTA < 11/ - i W U < - (9.13)

Proof. From the first relation in (9.10), from (9.9) and from the continuity (6.11)

follows

e - cJ)r'"11 ou)i+* - /^+I it < eii/r1 - m\
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for some root r' of (8.1), with real part in jO,l[, and some integer 1 < t' < K(T').

As (cf. Theorem 9.1)

for n large enough, \Wg \\(I - G2n)/
T'i!'(l = 0, (9.15)

one deduces from (9.14) that (f^)j>t is a Cauchy sequence in X with limit denoted

by A2n{. Because of the continuity (6.11), letting j go to infinity in (9.9) shows

that the sequences (^''lJ)j>i have, for n large enough, limits $%* given by (9.12).

The limit process in the first relation in (9.10) gives (9.11).

On the other hand, the computation of / — A2nf and 0T-' — j9£'( based on

(8.14) k (9.11) and (8.15) & (9.12) yields

c\PT-< - ft<\ < | | / - A 3 n / | |
< | |/«-GaB/«| |+c||/-iW|| | |(/-G:h0/ I-'- ' ' | | .

Once again, (9.15) in the second inequality of (9.16) implies that, for n large

enough,

11/ - iW| | < 4/R - G^fnl (9.17)

The estimate (9.13) follows then from (9.17), the first inequality in (9.16), (9.6)

applied to the regular part fR and \\fR - p 2 n / * | | < chn(ELi ll/K|lw»/»(r\)»)I/a- D

In the particular case when the parameter a of maximal regularity and the

integer j are such that j > 1/cr, Theorem 9.3 shows that the j'-th iterates ft

and /?;•' are as good as the limits A2nf and 0™. But these limits are interesting

because of the following direct method of computing 0%' and deducing A}nf from

(9.11).

Theorem 9.5 For n large enough, (f1^')r,t tin be computed as the unique solu-

tion of the system of linear equations:

E

Proof. The insertion of (9.11) into (9.12) shows that (#;•') is a solution of the

above system while (9.15) and (6.11) guarantee the invertibility of the involved

matrix for large enough n. •

17

In conclusion, owing to the continuity (G.ll), we obtain the following slow,

iterative and optimal convergence results for the Stokea problem (6.6).

Theorem 9.6 Under the hypotheses of Theorems 8.1, 9.1, 9.3 and 9.4, the solu-

tion U = W(.,f) of the Stokes problem can, forn large enough, be approximated

by the three double layer potentials

Un = VV(.,Gan/), Ul = W(, ID and Un = VV(., - W ) -

The error estimates are:
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